In May all of the 6th grade classes went on a tour to the Israeli Knesset in Jerusalem. We saw the impressive Knesset building and plenary hall where all of the members of the Knesset are sitting and discussing all the important subjects. We have made elections about 2 subjects:

1) Voting for and against watching reality shows by children.
2) Voting for and against the use of computers and mobile phones at school.

Some children presented their opinions about these subjects. Every child had the right to vote for or against. The tour was very interesting and we all enjoyed it very much.

At the tournament there is a great feeling and everyone wants to do their best.

**A Word From Our Principal**

Michal Axelrod-Cohen

Dear students, staff and parents,

The clock ticks, time goes on and another school year has come to an end. In our school we believe that students, parents, and teachers all play a vital role in helping students reach their greatest potential. Students are encouraged to be caring human beings as well as successful students.

Therefore, I am excited to see 5th and 6th grade students write in English about their different experiences here in our school; experiences I am sure they will never forget. I would like to wish our 6th grade students good luck in Junior High School. I know they will remember everything that their teachers tried to give them and always strive to be better. I would also like to thank Shiri Regev and the “English Book-Club” group for their amazing work and great achievement in preparing this issue.

This year our class has entered the soccer and the dodge ball tournaments. It was very exciting. Our class won some of the games and there was a great feeling for the rest of the day and the day after. We scored a large amount of goals and it was fun.

Every year our school has sports tournaments in many sports fields that every class joins. At the tournament there is a great feeling and everyone wants to do their best.

**A Tour to the Knesset**

Guy Bar

In May all of the 6th grade classes went on a tour to the Israeli Knesset in Jerusalem. We saw the impressive Knesset building and plenary hall where all of the members of the Knesset are sitting and discussing all the important subjects.

We have made elections about 2 subjects:

1) Voting for and against watching reality shows by children.
2) Voting for and against the use of computers and mobile phones at school.

Some children presented their opinions about these subjects. Every child had the right to vote for or against. The tour was very interesting and we all enjoyed it very much.

**Sports Tournaments**

Guy Artzi and Rotem Baranes

This year our class has entered the soccer and the dodge ball tournaments. It was very exciting. Our class won some of the games and there was a great feeling for the rest of the day and the day after. We scored a large amount of goals and it was fun.

Every year our school has sports tournaments in many sports fields that every class joins. At the tournament there is a great feeling and everyone wants to do their best.
TV Show Reviews

Teen Wolf
Noa Singer and Hadas Ben-David

We want to tell you about a series that we really like. The series' name is 'Teen Wolf' and it tells about a teenager, Scott who was bitten by a werewolf and became one too. With his friends, Allison, Derek, Stiles, Jackson and Lidia, he goes through dangerous adventures and solves supernatural mysteries. It's a little bit scary but interesting and highly recommended!

Dance Moms
Raz Zarif

Dance Moms is an American reality television show aired on Channel 12- "Yes" Drama. There are 7 dancers between the ages of 7-12, in a dance studio named "Abby Lee Dance Company.” The girls dance at a very difficult level with their teacher Abby Lee Miller.

What is special about this show? The mothers of the girls sit and watch in all the lessons. The dancers' names are Maddie Ziegler, Mackenzie Ziegler, Nia Frazier, Kendall Vertes, Paige Hyland and Brooke Hyland.

The girls compete in a competition every week in many countries.

Sometimes the girls compete against their friends in the group in a solo category.

In summary the program is very interesting and there are five seasons. I recommend watching the show.

Gravity Falls
Yotam Hagoel

Gravity Falls is an American TV show by Alex Hirsch it tells the story of the twins Mabel and Dipper Pines.

They went on a summer vacation to their great-uncle (or "Grunkle") Stan who lives in the Mystery Shack.

In every episode there is something strange and mysterious.

All the summer Dipper tries to find out the secrets of Gravity Falls and the biggest secret of all, who wrote the mystery journal?

At every end of episode and sometimes in the middle of an episode, a code appears and tells something new about Gravity Falls like this one:

Pqbkiv tolqb qeb glokxip
Try to solve the mystery :)

The Fairly OddParents
Or Zelig and Snir Nahom

This is a TV show about a boy called Timmy Turner and he is 10 years old.

Timmy is unhappy and he has an evil babysitter. Suddenly he received fairies. They are called Cosmo and Wanda and then Timmy hides the fairies from the rest of the world. In addition to that he has an evil teacher called Crocker and all the time he tries to catch Timmy’s fairies. Many evil characters try to eliminate Timmy, but, they don't succeed.
Game Reviews

Crossy Road
Moran Schiler

I recommend the game called Crossy Road – available on Android Applications on Google Play. The game is for the mobile phone. In the game there are roads you need to cross that is why it is called Crossy Road.

When you tap the screen you advance one step or you can swipe right, left or down. In the game there are characters, and when you get one hundred coins you can buy a character in a fruit machine. There are other characters that you get only after you do certain actions. Every 6 hour you get a gift that has coins in it. So I recommend the game because it is fun.

Minecraft
Matan Yahud

This game is a computer game and an X-Box game. I love the game, especially because of the ability to play with other people and it is nice. In the game you can sleep and you can craft and it’s fun. For example you can create a home, a tree and a building or many other things.

In the game you need to dig and find stones to build with.

There are many common stones and some not so common, for example: gold stones and diamonds, led stones and more. In conclusion, I say to you this game is fun and very good!!!

Book Review

Neighborhood’s Caesar
Yehonatan Burmil

I recommend reading the book called The Neighborhood’s Caesar by: Nava Makmal-Atir. The book is about an especially breathtaking adventure of the neighborhood dog. The story tells about a boy called Gadi that lost his father. He is trying to be accepted in the neighborhood’s group, but the children are keeping him out. One of the kids has a dog, but he doesn’t let Gadi see it. Until, one day the other children understand what they were doing and they let Gadi in to the group. And from that day Gadi hang out with them and the dog.

The Holocaust Ceremony
Yehonatan Burmil

On Thursday April 16th 2015 the fifth grade held the Holocaust day ceremony. The ceremony started with a guest singer Yifat Cohen who was also a guest from the municipality. Sari our teacher called her father Ziggi Goldberg to tell us about his experience and to read the Yizkor prayer. After that was one of the most moving parts of the ceremony, we all stood in 2 rows and when the song “I am the last one left” started we sat next to photos that were scattered on the floor. Each photo was of a person or a family who perished in the Holocaust. When the music stopped each one picked up the photo to show everyone and shouted out the name of the person or family in the photo. At the end we all stood and sang the song “Eli” by Hanna Senesh and when we sang the words, “Tfilat Ha’adam” we removed the yellow star we all wore and under that we all had a blue Star of David and that was very impressive. The ceremony was very moving.

The wall of faces

Crossy Road
Minecraft
The Neighborhood’s Caesar

applications - יישומים
swipe - להחליק
coins - מטבעות
swipe - מנועה
characters - דמויות
coins -ocos
swipe - מנועה
characters - דמויות
 coins - מטבעות
swipe - מנועה
crossy road - קרסו רוד
Minecraft - מינקס
The Neighborhood's Caesar - השכונה קיסר
breathtaking - מרשים
adventure - הלכתי
neighborhood - שכונה
Caesar - קיסר
Yehonatan Burmil - יוהונתן בורמיל
Holocaust - שואה
Ceremony - טקס
guest - אורחת
Municipality - עיריה
moving - מרשים
Scattered - פזורים
perished - נספו
picked up - הרימו
shouted - צעקנו
wore - ענדינו
Star of David - מגן דוד
Impressive - מרשים
Goodbye 6th Graders
Raz Zarif

I asked my friends What does it feel like to leave “Nofim” after so many years?

Guy – “It feels weird; I will miss the teachers, my friends and the school. I feel all grown up and I have a responsibility.”

Lital – It feels hard but it feels good because I don’t have a lot of friends, and in Junior High, new doors will open for me.

Mika – It feels hard because we are going to Junior High and after I feel all grown up I will feel little again.

Elad - It feels weird. I will miss my friends because I live in another city and I’m not going to see them.

Noa - Sometimes it feels fun, because you are starting over. You can work harder, but on the other hand it feels a little bit difficult because of the level of learning. It will be difficult, and we need to find new friends.

Ariel – it feels sad because you leave the school, the friends the teachers and the brakes. It feels a little scary because of the homework and the level of study.

End of the Year School Play
Yotam Hagoel and Moran Schiler

This year the 6th grade is doing a special End of the Year play, the theme will be TIME. Every pupil chose a part in the play, there are 3 parts: singing and dancing, flags march and playing in the play itself. The songs are about time and the texts too and most of them are funny. Throughout the play we follow the class children from the day they were in their mother’s womb until they reach Junior High. Then they meet before Junior High and think about the past. There are many songs and dances in between the texts and it will be a lot of fun.

Summer Vacation
Noam Gantz

What do you do in the summer? You can travel or go to the swimming pool. I am going to the USA for a month; it is going to be fun. I am going with all my family and we are going to see my uncle. He lives in the USA and we are also going to Disney World. I am going to have fun. The summer is coming, so think what do you want to do this summer and have fun.